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ABSTRACT Additive Manufacturing (AM) in relation to the construction industry is an emerging
technology. However, ground-based AM on construction scales may be limited by the dimensions, reach and
weight of the ground-based deposition platform. Aerial additive manufacturing (AAM) can revolutionise
construction-based AM by employing multiple untethered unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV, known as
‘drones’) depositing material using miniature deposition devices. This study investigates aerial platform and
cementitious material requirements for AAM and details development of structurally viable cementitious
composite material with suitable rheological properties to demonstrate AAM as a novel aerial approach to
complement ground-based activities. A synergistic combination of natural hydrophilic and partially synthetic
hygroscopic polymeric hydrocolloids was developed in cementitious material to achieve optimal rheology
properties in the fresh state. Analysis involved oscillation and flow tests, calorimetry, microscopy, computed
tomography and mechanical tests. AAM application considerations focused on technical characteristics of
UAV platforms, flight times, payloads and developed extrusion systems with optimal nozzle dimensions.
Results demonstrate critical material parameters of 1700 kg/m3 density, 4° phase angle, 1.1 kPa yield
stress, <10 MPa complex modulus, and the ability to be processed through miniature deposition devices
with 500 N force and 250 mA current. Material extrusions were realised using a custom-designed miniature
deposition systemwhich a UAV can carry and power. AAMwill significantly impact automated construction
by enabling new advances in aerial platform applications featuring multiple coordinated agents depositing
bespoke material. This is particularly relevant to elevated or challenging construction conditions where an
automated aerial approach can crucially reduce safety risks.

INDEX TERMS Aerial additive manufacturing, pseudoplastic cementitious material, rheology, unmanned
aerial vehicles, 3D printing feasibility.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Tao Liu .

I. INTRODUCTION 22

Additive manufacturing (AM) has revolutionised automated 23

production in sectors such as the medical, automotive 24
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and aerospace industries [1]. However, in the traditionally25

conservative construction industry [2], where construction26

methods have evolved to a minimal extent [3], the use of AM27

methods is still in a relative state of inception [4]. However,28

there has been some degree of growth because of the potential29

of AM to provide advancements in material efficiency,30

production efficiency, safety and a reduction in the quantity31

of waste material generated [5], [6], [7], [8] including growth32

in AM using concrete over the past decade [9].33

The extrusion-based method of AM deposits suitably34

viscous material through a nozzle [10] to create an object in35

layers [11], therefore only using the exact amount of material36

required and no more. This contrasts with the subtractive37

method traditionally employed by the construction industry,38

which reduces a large block of material down to the required39

dimensions [12]. Considering the scale of a construction40

project, there is enormous potential to vastly reduce material41

wastage by utilising AM techniques over standard subtractive42

methods [13]. Increased automation on a construction43

project improves efficiency and increases productivity [14],44

[15], reduces costs [16], particularly those associated with45

labour [17]. This can also crucially reduce the risk of46

fatalities and injuries [13], [18], particularly in harsh or47

challenging environments [19], since the construction is an48

inherently dangerous and labour-intensive industry [20], [21].49

Additionally, AM provides scope for greater architectural50

freedom [22] and bespoke design [23] at little extra cost,51

which in turn can promote innovation in design [10].52

In traditional concrete construction practice, formwork53

contains freshly poured concrete. The absence of formwork54

in AM practice is central to the challenge of suitable55

cementitious material development [24]. The removal of56

formwork offers greater scope for bespoke architectural57

design [25]. However, this requires cementitious material,58

while in the fresh state, to possess appropriate rheological59

parameters [26], [27], combined with established hydration60

time-scales [28]. The absence of formwork also significantly61

reduces construction costs [16], [24]. Ground-based AM62

studies using 3D extrusion-printing principles have estab-63

lished parameters to characterise material while in the fresh64

state [10], [26], [29].65

AM construction methods can be utilised in a pre-cast66

factory setting [30], fabricating parts off-site for subsequent67

transportation and assembly, or can take place entirely in-68

situ [10]. Investigations into the use of AM for construction69

have highlighted differing approaches. Large gantry-style70

frames, typically with three degrees of freedom and attached71

deposition equipment, can be considered suitable for standard72

design and bulk volumes [31] with low costs per unit [32].73

Robotic arms possessing multiple degrees of freedom, either74

in the configuration of a large single robot [11] or a group,75

can realise more complex designs [31].76

Ground-based in-situ printing requires favourable envi-77

ronmental conditions [29], with suitably level topography.78

The dimensions of the printed object are restricted by the79

dimensions and ensuing building envelope of the deposition 80

system [33]. This is an issue when considering the height 81

of a typical structure, with parts for multi-storey buildings 82

requiring off-site prefabrication [32]. However, prefabrica- 83

tion also has drawbacks regarding the cost and logistical 84

issues in creating and transporting customised components 85

to the site [31]. 86

An approach to addressing these issues would be intro- 87

ducing an aerial capability to automated in-situ construction, 88

thus freeing a building project from ground and labour-based 89

constraints. The aerial additivemanufacturing (AAM) project 90

proposes an innovative solution to bring aerial capability to 91

in-situ AM by using a coordinated, communicating group of 92

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). Each UAV is designed to 93

carry an automated lightweight miniature deposition device, 94

replete with a structural material, to create or repair structures 95

in diverse and challenging environments [34], [35], [36], 96

[37], [38]. AAMmaterial development required considerable 97

modification of traditional mortar mixes and different mix 98

proportions to those featured in ground-based AM studies 99

such as contour crafting [39], and concrete printing [22], [29]. 100

The extrusion of structural material during controlled 101

flight represents a paradigm shift in the use of UAVs in 102

the construction industry, which previously had been limited 103

to surveillance work [40]. Early studies of aerial robot 104

deployment in construction have covered mainly the on-site 105

assembly of prefabricated [41] or specifically designed 106

components [42], ropes for tensile structuring [43], [44], 107

[45], [46], and polystyrene prisms [41]. Recent studies 108

have demonstrated real-world applications of discrete aerial 109

additive manufacturing by assembling concrete blocks [47] 110

and a reconfigurable structure of cyber-physical modules 111

with onboard sensing and computing [48]. Even though 112

these studies indicate novelties and improvements in scale, 113

structural viability, and flexibility, the design of those 114

particular elements necessitates significant labour, cost, and 115

a certain amount of lead time for the final assembly. These 116

deficiencies heavily lessen the power of discrete AM and 117

orient the research direction towards continuous AM. 118

Fig. 1 illustrates the conceptual vision of AAM with a 119

small swarm of UAVs extruding a pseudoplastic cementitious 120

material. It has been demonstrated that a cementitious 121

mortar with suitable rheological properties and an appropriate 122

balance between workability and buildability can be extruded 123

by multiple coordinated flying UAVs in a complex trajectory 124

and to a high level of precision [38]. The aerial approach 125

would be particularly advantageous when working at height 126

or in a post-disaster reconstruction environment with difficult 127

ground conditions [35]. 128

This study builds upon AAM project work [37] by 129

examining the differences between on-site aerial and off-site 130

ground-based AM requirements, identifying suitable aerial 131

platforms while detailing the refined development of a novel 132

pseudoplastic cement-based composite material with suitable 133

rheological properties for AAM. With material development, 134
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FIGURE 1. The conceptual representation of aerial additive building manufacturing (AAM) with multiple coordinated unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)
extruding a suitable pseudoplastic mortar in a customised continuous curve printing path.

there is an emphasis upon the addition of polymeric rheology135

modifying admixtures (RMA) to enhance cohesion, stability136

and water retention [49] within fresh mix open-times. The137

importance of identifying a UAV platform with appropriate138

technical characteristics and miniaturising the deposition139

process for AAM in relation to ground-based methods140

is highlighted. In addition, extrudability and pumpability141

are amalgamated into the encompassing term ‘workabil-142

ity’. Crucial to material development suitable for AAM143

is recognising the inherent trade-off between workability144

and buildability (the ability of an extruded material to145

retain shape and structure while in the fresh state), which146

requires contrasting rheological characteristics. The former147

requires low viscosities and liquid-like behaviour, while148

the latter requires high viscosities and solid-like behaviour149

to resist deformation from subsequently deposited layers.150

Freshly mixed material is required to pass through a light,151

miniaturised deposition system appropriate for carriage on152

a flying UAV. The deposition system must process the153

material without adversely interfering with power delivery154

capabilities or the lateral precision of a UAV while following155

an architecturally informed programmed trajectory. Extruded156

material should also be sufficiently rigid to resist downwash157

effects resulting from UAV propeller rotation.158

A two-stage material formulation strategy is presented.159

In this study, two mixes first focus on buildability, and subse-160

quently, three bespokemixes focus onworkability in conjunc-161

tion with the development of a miniature deposition device162

and nozzle design. UAV platform options are evaluated for163

technical suitability with AAM material extrusion. Material 164

tests encompass a wide range of experiments to ascertain an 165

indication of suitable material properties for on-site AAM 166

in accordance with the capabilities of the aerial platform. 167

Tests in this study include material settlement, rheology, 168

calorimetry and microstructure, along with optimisation of 169

nozzle design and dimensions for material extrusion from 170

miniature deposition devices. 171

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGIES 172

A. AERIAL PLATFORM CONSTRAINTS EVALUATION 173

Aerial systems represent a class of open-loop unstable 174

systems that present unique control challenges. These 175

challenges are further compounded by the underactuated 176

nature of the system, where the number of states exceeds 177

the available control inputs. To tackle these complexities, 178

considering cascaded or hierarchical control architectures 179

becomes necessary, enabling the implementation of control 180

loops operating at different frequencies and facilitating 181

controller designs tailored to specific cycles. For applications 182

such as AAM, which involve close flight proximity to 183

objects and the environment, the system must maintain 184

stability amidst reaction forces, aerodynamic reflections, and 185

potential friction effects. Furthermore, the dynamics of the 186

propellers change when operating in close proximity to the 187

surroundings [50]. This proximity results in an increased 188

rotor wake, leading to elevated propeller velocities and the 189

emergence of the ground effect, which generates additional 190
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repulsion forces from the ground. Additionally, material191

deposition duringmid-flight introduces variations in the mass192

distribution, further emphasizing the need for adaptability in193

the overall system design to address these challenges.194

Recent investigations have explored the utilisation of195

surface friction to enhance the precision of printing [51],196

yielding promising results with reported position accuracy197

in the range of 4 mm and printing precision of 1 cm.198

However, the relatively lower printing precision, particularly199

in corners, can be attributed to the flight dynamics of the200

aerial platform for the given trajectories, which result in201

material accumulation at these corner points. The AAM202

platform is a coupled six-degrees-of-freedom system that is203

under-actuated using four propellers. To mitigate possible204

yaw moments induced by the propellers, pairs of motors on205

each axis rotate in opposite directions with equal power. This206

configuration allows quad-rotors to adjust their position along207

the Z-axis easily by powering up all the motors. However,208

movement in the other two axes necessitates the speeding up209

of one set of rotors while simultaneously slowing down the210

other set [52]. Fig. 2 showcases the dynamics of UAV flight211

and illustrates the frame and movements of a quadrotor UAV.212

Combining insights from existing literature and conducting213

experimental UAV flights, a comprehensive evaluation of the214

differences between ground-based and aerial-based platforms215

is undertaken, highlighting the constraints specific to aerial216

systems.217

B. DEPOSITION DEVICES218

This study used two deposition device designs suitable for219

AAM as illustrated in Fig. 3 (adapted from the AAM project220

deposition device and delta stabilising robot design [38]).221

The 60 ml cartridge design accommodated two cartridges222

and was initially developed for systems requiring two liquid223

components, such as polyurethane foam [53]. The system224

could also function using one cartridge powered by a 6 V225

DC 298:1 micro metal gear motor and was used during initial226

pseudoplastic cementitious material development focusing227

upon mix buildability (Fig. 3o-u). The larger device in the228

principal image (Fig. 3a-n) employed a 310 ml cartridge229

powered by a 12Vmotor andwas developed to provide an up-230

scaled, more powerful deposition system capable of holding231

more material while being appropriate for the power and232

payload capabilities of the UAV platform [38]. Both designs233

used a powered descending plunger to push the material out234

of the cartridge (rather than an auger-based design) due to the235

rheology modifying admixtures used in material mixes.236

During the study, the 60 ml capacity device was manoeu-237

vred in three-dimensional space during laboratory experi-238

mentation by a Dobot Magician multi-functional robotic arm,239

with four degrees of freedom, and also by hand. The 310 ml240

capacity device nozzle was manoeuvred by hand. The tip241

of the 310 ml cartridge is connected by a length of 8 mm242

diameter flexible plastic tubing to the nozzle, which is located243

between universal joints at the base of a delta arm robot which244

attaches to a flying UAV. An additional tapering 3D-printed 245

plastic component is placed into the 310 ml cartridge (Fig. 3l) 246

to provide a sloping plane for the material to pass through the 247

cartridge tip and into the tubing. 248

Deposition device specifications are shown in Table 1. 249

When full of material, the total mass of both devices is 250

within the 1 kg payload limit of a typical flying UAV. 251

310 ml cartridges were considered to have a volume of 252

202 ml in practice to allow for inserting a 3D-printed tapered 253

component at the base of the cartridge and plunger insertion 254

at the top. Similarly, 60 ml cartridges were considered to have 255

a practical capacity of 50 ml due to the drilling of a hole in the 256

side of the cartridge to allow injection of re-filling material by 257

a supply cartridge (as seen in Fig. 3r,t). 258

Two nozzle designs were used during this study. An 259

8 mm diameter circular outlet was used with the automated 260

deposition devices due to the current lateral stability levels 261

of the yaw of the flying UAV platform rotating about its 262

axis. For manually controlled extrusion, 3D-printed plastic 263

components with 20 mm x 5 mm and 15 mm x 5 mm 264

rectangular apertures were attached to the tip of a 60 ml 265

cartridge (Fig. 3s) to compare ease of deposition with circular 266

nozzle extrusion. 267

The volumetric flow rate Q within deposition devices can 268

be calculated using the equation 269

Q = VA (1) 270

where V is the mean material flow velocity and A is the 271

cross-sectional area of the cartridge. 272

TABLE 1. Deposition device specifications.

C. MATERIAL STRATEGY 273

Rheological modifying admixtures (RMA) were required to 274

develop mortars with low segregation and provide a suitable 275

balance between workability (defined in this study as the 276

ability of a material to be processed by a miniaturised 277

deposition system) and buildability (defined as the ability of a 278

material to retain shape post-extrusion and accept subsequent 279

layers without excessive deformation). Different types of 280
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FIGURE 2. Quadrotors’ flight dynamics along a movement in the X or Y axis (above) and an example of quadrotor frame (below).

microfibres for AAM mixes have been investigated by the281

authors [54]. This study focuses on developing pseudoplastic282

hydrocolloids in AAM mortars and does not include fibres283

in the fresh mixes. Pseudoplastic (shear-thinning) material is284

highly appropriate for a small, lightweight deposition system.285

The material should possess low viscosity while subjected to286

stresses within the components of the deposition system yet287

rapidly increase in viscosity and possess a suitable yield stress288

once deposited and in a state of rest.289

A further consideration is whether to use fresh mixes’290

rheological properties (while consistent within the open time)291

to retain structure and shape following deposition or use292

accelerating admixtures to promote fast curing following293

deposition. Preliminary tests revealed that the open time294

of developed cementitious mixes rheologically suitable for295

AAM can be considered 120 minutes. The loading of296

material into an empty cartridge, the attachment of a297

full cartridge to a deposition device, and the launching,298

piloting, and global coordination of the UAV carrying a299

deposition device are precise and extensive procedures. If a300

technical issue is encountered, sufficient open time allows301

for a problem to be identified and rectified while the302

material still retains workability within a loaded cartridge.303

An accelerating admixture could be included as a constituent304

at the mixing stage or administered immediately before305

deposition. The former approach would reduce the operation306

window, risking wasting a cartridge full of material in307

the event of a technical issue. The latter approach would308

require either a significant deposition device adaptation to309

administer an accelerating agent to the mix immediately prior 310

to deposition or a second accelerator-administering UAV. 311

Additionally, the effectiveness of accelerating admixtures 312

may be mitigated or negated by the potential retarding effects 313

of pseudoplastic RMAs with microstructures of polymeric 314

chains such as cellulose ethers [55]. Therefore, considering 315

potential retardation effects and the operational benefits of 316

a faster, streamlined mix-manufacturing operation, it was 317

decided in this study not to use accelerating admixtures 318

and instead focus on developing fresh mixes with suitable 319

open-time rheological properties. 320

D. MATERIAL CONSTITUENTS 321

Fresh cementitious-based material suitable for AAM should 322

possess an appropriate balance between workability and 323

buildability. Hydrated material still needs to possess 324

structurally viable strength, despite the requirement to 325

reduce material density below typical mortar levels of 326

≈2000+ kg/m3 for AAM [38]. Binding materials, additives 327

and admixtures can contribute to either buildability, worka- 328

bility or both, with varying degrees of impact upon strength. 329

Fig. 4 schematically illustrates constituents investigated in 330

this study, along with the particle size distributions of fine 331

aggregate used. 332

This study used Dragon Alfa CEM I 42.5 R Portland 333

cement with a particle size of 5 - 30 µm and bulk density 334

900 - 1500 kg/m3 as the base binding constituent. The 335

chemical composition of the CEM I, determined by Rietveld 336

quantitative phase analysis, is shown in Table 2. 337
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FIGURE 3. Two deposition devices developed for AAM - 310 ml capacity device (principal image) and 60 ml device (bottom-right partition): a) 310 ml
cartridge casing and seal. b) Delta robot servomechanism. c) Threaded rod attached to the plunger. d) Gearbox casing. e) 8 mm diameter flexible tubing
connecting cartridge and nozzle. f) Delta stabilising robot. g) 8 mm diameter circular nozzle. h) Multiple layer extrusion. i) Gearbox. j) 12 V metal
gearmotor. k) Metal components securing tubing to the cartridge. l) 3D printed component with tapering interior. m) 310 ml capacity cartridge. n) Plunger.
o) Threaded rod attached to the plunger. p) Gearbox and casing. q) 6 V micro metal gear-motor. r) 60 ml capacity cartridge. s) 3D printed rectangular
nozzle attachment. t) Refilling cartridge. u) 8 mm diameter nozzle. (Principle image adapted from the AAM deposition device and delta robot design [38].

TABLE 2. Rietveld quantitative phase analysis of the chemical
composition of Dragon Alfa CEM I 42.5 R Portland cement shown as a
percentage by weight.

Binding additives investigated were EN 450 N grade338

type-F pulverised fuel ash (PFA), supplied by Cemex, with339

a bulk density 800 - 1000 kg/m3, particle size <45 µm, and340

silica fume supplied in powder form by FerroPem, France341

with a bulk density of 200 kg/m3 and mean particle size of342

0.2 µm. PFA, a by-product of the coal industry [56], was 343

expected to aid workability, possessing a microstructure of 344

smooth, rounded particles [26], in addition to contributing to 345

the strength of mixes [56]. Constituents which contribute to 346

higher-performance strength, such as silica fume and silica 347

flour [56], were expected to contribute to buildability, with 348

the small (generally below 0.1 µm) particles filling voids in 349

material such as ordinary Portland cement type 1 (CEM I) 350

and sand [26]. 351

Coarse aggregate can be considered unsuitable for minia- 352

ture AAMdeposition devices, but fine aggregate with particle 353

sizes of <2 mm diameter is feasible. The fine aggregate 354

used in this study consisted of angular-particle and smooth- 355

particle sand. Angular-particle sand (supplied by Jewsons, 356

UK, product number AGSTB003) was kiln dried at a 357

temperature of 105°C for twenty-four hours prior to sieving 358
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FIGURE 4. Constituents with particle distribution properties investigated for AAM. a) Schematic contribution to material properties’ workability,
buildability, and strength. b) Particle size gradation of fine aggregates.

and possessed a loose dry density of 1600 kg/m3. Contrasting359

with angular to sub-angular particle sand, which has a broad360

particle distribution and generally larger particles creating361

voids for smaller particles to fill (thus aiding buildability),362

sand designed for use in sporting or outdoor recreational363

applications has generally smoother-surfaced particles and364

was also used in this study. The smooth sand (supplied365

by British Playsand, UK, product number 365/0574), was366

also kiln dried at a temperature of 105°C before use for367

twenty-four hours and possessed a lower dry density of368

1450 kg/m3. Fig. 4b shows the particle gradations attained369

by twenty minutes of mechanical sieving for the two types of370

sands.371

Foaming agents, silicone oil, and hydrocolloids were all372

investigated as RMAs, both in isolation and combination,373

to modify the rheology of the mix and assess potential 374

synergistic effects. Mixes required a binding, water-retaining 375

agent to prevent bleeding and the ensuing build-up of fine- 376

aggregate zones around the tip of the deposition cartridge 377

as the material passed through, potentially causing block- 378

age [57]. Mix formulation was informed by the behaviour 379

of pseudoplastic materials such as paint, which requires low 380

viscosity during application and high viscosity once applied 381

and at rest [58]. 382

Albumen-based foam was trialled alongside a cellular 383

lightweight concrete foaming agent manufactured by EAB 384

Associates, with the latter being more effective. When mixed 385

at a concentration of 3% agent to 97% water, this product 386

produced a foam of stiff-peak consistency in 15 seconds, 387

which can be added to slurries. The foaming agent could not 388
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be combined with silicone oil, as the latter possesses anti-389

foaming properties [59]. During trial mix formulation, it was390

discovered that EAB Associates foaming agent needed to be391

used in much smaller quantities to achieve the same effect on392

workability as silicone oil.393

Hydroxyethyl methyl cellulose (HEMC), a synthetic394

hygroscopic compound [60] chemically derived from cel-395

lulose [61], was identified as a potentially suitable RMA.396

A pseudoplastic hydrocolloid, the addition of cellulose ethers397

are established in dry-mix mortars used for renders, tile398

adhesives and self-levelling applications [62], [63], [64], [65].399

It is noted for viscosity modification [65], contribution to400

mechanical strength [66] and particularly water retention,401

via the mechanism of water sorption and the formation402

of water-retaining polymer networks within cementitious403

matrices [64].404

The chosen plasticiser to provide further pseudo-plasticity405

was Adomix Adoflow S. This is a lignin-based plasticiser,406

working via the mechanism of electrostatic repulsion, where407

the polymeric molecule chains cover the cementitious408

binder particles and impart a repelling negative charge.409

This is the same mechanism used by naphthalene-based410

superplasticisers [67], and it has been noted that these exhibit411

shear thinning properties [68]. Conversely, polycarboxylate-412

based superplasticisers, working by the mechanism of steric413

stabilisation [69], can impart shear thickening properties into414

material [68].415

E. MIX MANUFACTURE416

Mixes were created in the laboratory using the following417

method:418

1) Dry constituents - cementitious binder of CEM I419

and PFA, fine aggregate and hydrocolloids - were420

hand-mixed.421

2) Water and plasticiser were mixed and poured evenly422

over dry constituents.423

3) An automated mixer beater was activated for three424

periods of 30 seconds of planetary motion at high425

speed.426

4) Separately, the foaming agent was added to water and427

mixed to a stiff-peak consistency.428

5) The foamwas then added to themix and underwent two429

mixing periods for 10 seconds on a slow setting.430

Mixes not containing foaming agents followed431

steps 1 - 3 only.432

The temperature of the laboratory environment during433

mix-manufacturing was 20°C ±3°C, and the water added to434

dry constituents was 16.5°C ±2°C.435

F. AXIAL FORCE AND POWER REQUIREMENTS436

To discover the axial force required for a deposition device437

plunger to push a fresh mix through a deposition system,438

a rig was constructed as shown in Fig. 5b. Displacement-439

controlled force was applied at a constant rate of440

5 mm/minute upon a plunger using a 50 kN Instron Universal441

2630-120/305632 device.442

Compressive stresses experienced by the fresh mixes while 443

passing through a cartridge may be calculated using: 444

σ =
F
A

(2) 445

whereF is the axial force required andA is the cross-sectional 446

area of the cartridge (as shown in Table 1). 447

To obtain the power required to process the mixes through 448

miniature deposition systems, freshly mixed material was 449

loaded into a cartridge and extruded, with the location of 450

the nozzle in a three-dimensional space controlled by a 451

robotic arm to simulate automated UAVmovement (the 60ml 452

capacity device as shown in Fig. 5a) and by hand (the 310 ml 453

capacity device). The power supply voltage was maintained 454

at a constant 6 V for the 60 ml device and 12 V for the 455

310 ml device. A more buildable, viscous mix was expected 456

to require greater current to be drawn from the power supply 457

for successful extrusion. 458

G. MATERIAL DEFORMATION 459

Following extrusion, the deformation scenario of layer 460

settlement affects the structure of fresh material. Layer 461

settlement, which can be tested to quantify the stability 462

of extruded material [70]. To investigate layer settlement, 463

explicitly defined in this study as the extent to which a 464

freshly extruded bead of material might compress under the 465

weight of subsequently added layers, 8 mm diameter beads 466

of mixed material were extruded onto steel plates to a length 467

of 100 mm at 5 minute intervals. They were compressed 468

at a 2 mm/minute rate by an upper steel plate fixed to the 469

Instron Universal device, as shown in Fig. 5c-d. The tests 470

were conducted over the material open period of two hours. 471

H. RHEOLOGY—OSCILLATION AND FLOW 472

Rheological tests were performed to quantify the pseu- 473

doplastic and viscoelastic properties of the mixes. Tests 474

were conducted on a TA Instruments DHR2 rheometer 475

at a constant temperature of 25°C. Oscillatory tests used 476

disposable aluminium flat plates with a 40 mm base plate 477

and 25 mm diameter upper plate. Flow tests used steel cross- 478

hatched 40 mm base plate and upper plate to minimise 479

slippage at greater shear rates. A 1000 µm geometry gap was 480

used in all rheology tests, and material was placed upon the 481

base plate immediately following mixing. 482

Displacement-controlled oscillation tests were conducted 483

over two hours, representing the open time of the fresh 484

material. An angular velocity of 5.0×10−5 radians per second 485

ensured the material remained within the linear viscoelastic 486

region. Frequency was maintained at 1 Hz. Tests quantified 487

the rigidity of the mixes, with the complex modulus G* 488

parameter, consisting of: 489

G∗
= G′

+ G′′ (3) 490

whereG′ is the solid-like behaviour component, storagemod- 491

ulus (recoverable elastic deformation as a result of energy 492

storage), and G′′ is the liquid-like behaviour component, loss 493
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FIGURE 5. Robotic arm, axial force and material deformation tests. a) Robotic arm manipulating a 60 ml capacity device printing a fresh mix. b) Axial
force test rig with direction of force indicated. c,d) Material deformation test rig shown with direction of uniformly distributed load indicated (c) and
evaluating the settlement of an 8 mm diameter bead of extruded fresh material (d).

modulus (non-recoverable deformation due to viscous flow,494

resulting in dislocations in the micro-structure). The complex495

modulus G∗ is calculated by:496

G∗
=

G′

cos δ
(4)497

where δ is the phase angle, further quantification of solid-like498

or liquid-like behaviour in the fresh material. A δ value,499

ranging between 0° (an ideal solid) and 90° (an ideal liquid)500

may be calculated as:501

δ = tan−1 G
′′

G′
(5)502

Secondly, stress-controlled flow tests were conducted at503

shear stresses ranging from 300 Pa to 3000 Pa to quan-504

tify pseudoplastic behaviour with the relationship between505

applied shear stress γ̇ and resulting viscosity η and yield506

stress. The greater the decrease of η in relation to increased507

stress, as thematerial would be subjected towhile progressing508

through the deposition systems, the greater the suitability of509

the mix for AAM.510

The flow resistance R encountered by fresh material while511

in the cartridge and tubing can be calculated as:512

R =
8ηL
πr4

(6)513

where η is the viscosity of the material in the cartridge or514

tubing, L is the length, and r is the radius of the cartridge or515

tubing.516

I. CALORIMETRY 517

Calorimetry tests were conducted on fresh mixes with 518

and without HEMC over 48 hours to determine how the 519

cellulose-based hydrocolloid affected the heat evolution rate 520

of the exothermic hydration reaction. 40 g samples ofmaterial 521

were placed into sealed containers immediately after mixing 522

and placed into a Calmetrix I-Cal 4000 high precision 523

isothermal calorimeter with chambers maintained at 20°C. 524

J. MATERIAL MICROSTRUCTURE 525

The particle sizes and surfaces of the constituents and 526

microstructure of 28-day cured mixes were examined using 527

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Samples were coated 528

in a 10 nm layer of gold to prevent charging and increase 529

signal-to-noise ratio and subsequently analysed using a JEOL 530

SEM6480LV microscope. 531

K. X-RAY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CT) 532

The 3D structures of three selected printing trajectory 533

designs, a wall (adjacent lines), an alternating ‘ruffle’ design 534

and a continuous curve design, were investigated using x-ray 535

computed tomography (CT). Previous tests by the AAM 536

project had used these trajectory designs to demonstrate 537

the versatility of the developed pseudoplastic material and 538

the lateral precision capabilities of AAM material extrusion 539

during flight [38]. The CT scans were measured using a 540

Nikon XT H 225 ST model machine and conducted using 541
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65 kV, an exposure rate of 1.5 seconds and 50µA x-ray beam542

output. The obtained data files were subsequently analysed by543

using VGStudioMAX software.544

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS545

A. EVALUATION OF A SUITABLE AERIAL PLATFORM546

Among AM research studies, AAM brings a different547

perspective by deploying aerial vehicles with a robotic548

manipulator to produce large-scale structures with additive549

manufacturing methods. This novel production method550

facilitates multi-agent parallel additive manufacturing with551

an unrestrained build envelope in hard-to-reach zones. This552

will allow maintenance tasks such as crack repair [71] to553

be performed at height without scaffolding or supporting554

infrastructure and free-form construction. AAM comple-555

ments the limitations of ground-based systems and holds556

enormous potential and promise for robotic construction.557

Table 3 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of558

comparing ground-based robotic systems and aerial plat-559

forms in construction tasks.560

Furthermore, the design of the aerial platform and561

extrusion mechanism is as important as the flight dynamics.562

The design difficulties related to the use of an aerial563

platform in continuous additivemanufacturing tasks cover the564

positioning of the extrusion mechanism and nozzle, potent565

interaction with the construction surface, minimisation of566

structural vibrations and aerodynamic perturbations on the567

built structure caused by the aerial flow and propellers’568

downwash, and the scale optimisation of the overall system.569

To clarify, flight dynamics can easily be disrupted by570

any change in the alignment of the centre of gravity.571

For that reason, to achieve higher printing accuracy, the572

positioning of the extrusion mechanism and nozzle should be573

in balance with the aerial platform’s centre of gravity (CoG).574

Moreover, a certain distance between the nozzle and the575

propellers’ level should be secured to decrease the downwash576

effect, which may cause the extruded material to scatter577

around. The general approach against these perturbations is578

using a manipulator [72], [73]. However, a unique way of579

re-compensating the negative effect of the aerial platform can580

be the deployment of multi-directional thrust systems [74].581

In the current AAM framework, a parallel manipulator is582

used, which is added to the drone body to isolate vibrations583

and oscillations caused by the aerial platform’s behaviour584

and minimise the effect of the downwash generated by the585

propellers. Another critical aspect of AAM is the dimensions586

and properties of the nozzle. The narrower the nozzle587

diameter, the greater the print length and resolution that can588

be achieved with each cartridge of fresh material. However,589

this will decrease the precision tolerance of the overall590

system and place extra importance on the lateral stability591

of the extrusion device while depositing fresh material.592

After a certain threshold, as the system cannot provide593

that clarity, errors such as breaking during the printing594

will occur. Furthermore, in an AAM application, a few595

TABLE 3. Advantages and disadvantages of different robotic construction
methods.

practical aspects could be considered. An example of a 596

hardware-based approach would be covering the area around 597

the nozzle with a sheet of material to minimise the effect 598

of the downwash generated by the propellers. The need to 599

address downwash would also be reflected in the material 600

development strategy, with extra emphasis being placed 601

upon cementitious material possessing suitable rheology 602

parameters and a yield stress sufficient to provide resistance 603

to deformation due to downwash while in the fresh state. 604

Another significant constraint of the aerial platforms is 605

their heavily bounded flight times and payload capaci- 606

ties [34]. This strictly defines the maximum amount of 607

material printed within a single flight. While it is possible 608

to solve the problem of carrying capacity and limited 609
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energy by scaling up the aerial vehicle, it should not be610

forgotten that this will compromise safety and mobility.611

The negotiation between these two necessitates an effective612

scale optimisation. Two basic approaches are presented613

here. The first is developing and producing a platform614

suitable for the target task, and the second is choosing and615

adapting the most suitable off-the-shelf platform. Recent616

work on the first approach of aerial platform optimisation617

is the compact coaxial tri-rotors developed by Orr et al.618

[75], specially designed for aerial construction and repair619

operations. In addition, there is further interest in aerial620

perching to extend operation time [76], battery-tethered aerial621

vehicles [77], more efficient battery technologies [78] and622

efficient mission planning [79] in this context.623

If the project time is restricted, selecting an ‘off-the-shelf’624

aerial platform might be a better way to proceed. For the625

research presented herein, the unmanned aerial vehicle will626

be required to withstand the weight of the deposition device627

under 1 kg during flight. In addition, according to the figures628

in Table 4, the total printing time of a singular layer of629

material may be under 10 minutes. Therefore, the endurance630

of the flying vehicle can be kept within 20 to 30-minute631

intervals to allow for small-distance flying and printing time.632

Table 4 displays the technical characteristics of seven633

off-the-shelf UAVs to be considered for aerial additive634

manufacturing using the deposition devicesmentioned above.635

It is worth noting the maximum flight time of a flying device636

is determined with no payload; as the mass added onto the637

main body increases, the endurance will decrease. From this,638

the vehicles that meet both payload and endurance criteria set639

above and therefore suitable for the mission mentioned above640

are Aurelia X6 standard, Hercules 10 or Hercules 20 with a641

flight time while loaded with 1 kg of a payload of over 20,642

30 and 37 minutes, respectively.643

TABLE 4. Technical characteristics of off-the-shelf UAV’s.

This scale optimisation is also a highly significant topic644

for collective robotic construction [87]. The use of a645

swarm of UAVs to manufacture buildings enables greater646

scalability, increase the speed of production, and improve647

the robustness of the methodology since the loss of an648

agent won’t affect production and can be easily replaced.649

Bigger UAVs will lead to less task parallelization. Even650

though the UAVs would have a higher payload and flight651

endurance, there should be an optimum number of agents652

with an optimum scale to get the full potential of AAM 653

realised. Zhang et al. [38] demonstrated a dry flight of three 654

UAVs working collaboratively to build the light trace of a 655

dome structure. However, the collective robotic construction 656

software framework for UAVs is a topic of ongoing wider 657

research endeavours [88]. 658

Sub-millimetre precision is a hard-to-reach range for aerial 659

platforms and it poses a significant challenge for aerial 660

construction tasks. Therefore, aerial construction literature 661

heavily uses motion capture systems that can manage this 662

precision level. However, these systems are still only stepping 663

stones towards the potential promise of AAM for on-site 664

tasks. To overcome this problem, multi-sensor fusions, for 665

example, a GPSmodule with a SLAM camera or LIDAR, can 666

be used for more precision in localisation [89], [90], [91]. 667

After handling the localisation, mission planning should 668

be dealt with for multi-agent AAM. This has been investi- 669

gated [92]; however, another challenge of lack of physical 670

reference is additionally introduced in the case of aerial 671

platforms. Moreover, the time aspect is an extra dimension 672

in mission planning over ground-based systems’ two or 673

three dimensions. This planning may further be complex 674

by bringing multiple tasks simultaneously [93], [94]. The 675

overall aim related tomission planning covers time efficiency, 676

maximising material extrusion precision, and energy use 677

efficiency. Future research will explore this optimisation type 678

of mission planning solutions further [95]. 679

While this study focuses upon pseudoplastic cementitious 680

material development strategies and extrusion platform and 681

nozzle considerations, in the current state of the AAM, two 682

main materials have been printed using unmanned aerial 683

vehicles (UAV) in self-powered, untethered flight within a 684

laboratory environment: (i) cement-based mortar and paste; 685

(ii) polyurethane foam-based material. For images and details 686

of printed cement and foam structures using UAVs, the 687

reader is referred to the AAM projects’ UAV flight extrusion 688

publication [38]. 689

Considering future work, autonomy, end-effector precision 690

and collective behaviour are the research nodes that should 691

be undertaken for further advancement in aerial robotics. 692

A swarm of UAVs should be able to coordinate work pack- 693

ages and flight paths without any collision or interference 694

with a global digital twin, which is updated along with 695

the material and built structure information and should be 696

able to adapt and correct on the way for the most optimum 697

and close result from the intended design. This necessitates 698

a high level of autonomy with real-time scanning in the 699

loop, higher precision at the tooltip, low platform vibration, 700

greater payload capacity and flight endurance, and reduced 701

disturbance from the flight dynamics with further software 702

development for multi-agent coordination. 703

B. PRIORITISATION OF BUILDABILITY PHASE—DESIGN, 704

RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION 705

Material extrusion experiments tested with the first 60 ml 706

capacity deposition device focused upon buildability and 707
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used both an 8 mm diameter circular nozzle, an aperture flush708

with the cartridge base (Fig. 3u) and 3D printed rectangular709

nozzles, fitted over the base of the cartridge (Fig. 3s) to710

confirm material suitability for both circular and rectangular711

nozzle designs.712

1) MIX FORMULATION713

A simple cement paste control mix without HEMC, termed714

mix A, with excellent workability but poor buildability [53],715

was used for comparison to the pseudoplastic mix developed716

for buildability, termed mix B, which focused upon the717

ability to immediately print from the deposition device718

on top of a previously extruded layer. In addition to719

pseudoplastic properties, HEMC was also added to the720

mix B to promote constituent binding and water retention,721

mitigating segregation within the deposition device. The722

proportions of each constituent in the mixes are illustrated in723

Fig. 6 in kg/m3. Density of mix A was 2000 kg/m3 and mix B724

1700 kg/m3. Plasticiser was added 1.5% by weight of binder725

to mix A and 1.0% to mix B. Water/binder ratios were 0.33726

(A) and 0.47 (B), and the sand/binder ratio for mixBwas 1.00.727

2) TRAJECTORY DESIGN AND MANIPULATION728

Examples of hand (rectangular filament) and robotic arm-729

driven (circular filament) printed objects using mix B are730

shown in Fig. 7. The material exhibits excellent buildability.731

Multiple layers in circular, sine-wave and curved formations,732

deposited immediately in succession upon completion of733

mixing, retain structure and definition following deposition.734

Robotic arm-controlled trajectories were programmed to735

ascend vertically to the next layer immediately following736

layer completion, resulting in a gap of 5 seconds between737

layer printing. The velocity of the robotic arm during738

extrusion was 3.3 mm/sec, the deposition device being the739

limiting factor rather than the arm itself or the material.740

Afive-second gap was also left between layer deposition with741

the hand-printed specimens to allow the correct positioning742

of the cartridge for continuing deposition. The velocity of743

deposition was 10 mm/sec for hand movement.744

745

3) TEST RESULTS746

Fig. 8 shows calorimetric (Fig. 8a,b) and rheological results747

(Fig. 8c,d). It can be seen in the calorimetry images that748

less energy is transferred during the first 48 hours of the749

hydration process for mix B in relation to mix A. A time750

differential can also be observed in Fig. 8b, with a longer751

dormant period (Fig. 8b 2) and delayed calcium silicate752

hydrate (C-S-H) gel phase, and calcium hydroxide formation753

from C3S, clearly occurring later in mix B (Fig. 8b 3). There754

is little difference observed in the later diffusion-limited755

reaction period (Fig. 8b 5). The rheology results reveal756

complex moduli for mix B to be higher than cement paste A,757

illustrating the buildability qualities of silica fume, sand and758

HEMC influencing the rigidity of mix B.759

Fig. 9 shows SEMmicrostructural images of more angular, 760

rough-surfaced sand particles (a), smoothed sand particles 761

(Fig. 9b) and HEMC particles (Fig. 9c) (along with xanthan 762

gum particles - Fig. 9d - used with the 310 ml capacity device 763

and discussed further in section 7.3.5). Images illustrate 764

how the surface of the smoother sand particles would aid 765

workability (Fig. 9b), as opposed to the rougher, more uneven 766

surface of the more typical building sand (Fig. 9a). The 767

HEMC image (Fig. 9c) reveals highly irregular particle sizes 768

and long polymer chains. HEMC performed successfully 769

both in binding the constituents together (with segregation 770

and compaction of material not in evidence) and increasing 771

viscosity. 772

4) BUILDABILITY DISCUSSION 773

Although mix B contains less cement than mix A, it is 774

suggested that Fig. 8a,b may also display confirmation that 775

HEMC possesses secondary hydration-retarding properties, 776

with mix B showing both a reduction in the energy transferred 777

during the 48 hours following mixing (a) and the rate of 778

transfer (b). The initial C3A reaction leading to ettringite 779

formation (Fig. 8b 1) appears to be unaffected, but the 780

dormant period (Fig. 8b 2) is clearly extended. The rate 781

of the C3S reaction-led acceleration period (Fig. 8b 3), 782

leading to the primary hydration products C-S-H gel and 783

Ca(OH)2, is reduced and formation of further ettringite and 784

monosulfates from C3A (Fig. 8b 4) appears less defined in 785

mix B. 786

Three parameters affect the chemical structure of HEMC - 787

the molecular weight, the presence of the hydroxyethyl group 788

and the presence of the methoxyl group [66]. Hydroxyethyl 789

cellulose (HEC) - without the methoxyl group - has been 790

shown to retard both C3A [96] and C3S [97] hydration 791

reactions. HEC reduces the rate of C3A dissolution, ettrin- 792

gite precipitation and calcium hydroaluminate precipitation, 793

with HEC particles adsorbed onto calcium hydroaluminate 794

surfaces observed [96]. 795

The presence of HEC leads to slower C3S dissolution 796

rates (dissolution is limited by the ionic composition of 797

the liquid phase induced by the cellulose ether), strongly 798

modifying the growth rate of the C-S-H gel phase. Through 799

adsorption, cellulose ether restricts the nucleation and growth 800

of C-S-H particles on surfaces of C3S particles, which results 801

in ultimately thicker, more permeable C-S-H shells [97]. 802

HEMC has further been shown to retard the precipitation of 803

calcium hydroxide (portlandite) [66]. 804

Following the calorimetry results, further oscillation tests 805

took place on the rheometer to assess the effectiveness of two 806

accelerating admixtures in combating the retardation effects 807

of HEMC: BASF Master X-seed 100 and a 1:1 laboratory- 808

formulated combination of aluminium lactate and diethanola- 809

mine each added to mixes at a dosage of 3.25% by weight. 810

Master X-seed consists of a suspension of nano-sized 811

crystalline C-S-H seeds and is designed to promote the rapid 812

nucleation and growth of C-S-H crystals, primarily targeting 813
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FIGURE 6. 60 ml capacity device mix formulations for AAM focused on buildability B and a cement paste
control mix for comparison A. Constituent values are shown in kg/m3. Fresh mix densities: A: 2000 kg/m3,
B: 1700 kg/m3. Key: CEM I: Ordinary Portland cement type 1, PFA: pulverised fuel ash, SF: silica fume, Plast.:
plasticiser, HEMC: hydroxyethyl methyl cellulose, W/B: water/binder Ratio, S/B: sand/binder Ratio.
P/B: plasticiser/binder ratio.

the reduction of the dormant period following initial C3A814

reactions [98]. However, in this study, the early stages of815

reactivity following mixing are of prime interest. Master816

X-seed did demonstrate an early accelerating influence817

with mixes showing increased G*. However, considering818

practical use, a period following mixing completion has to be819

allowed for loading the material into a cartridge, placement820

of the cartridge into a deposition device, attachment of821

the deposition device to a UAV and allowing the UAV to822

manoeuvre into position before material can start flowing823

through the system and be extruded. This takes twenty824

minutes, and Master X-seed primarily achieves effect prior825

to this, suggesting that it would be inappropriate for AAM826

due to the risk of excessive stiffening occurring in the827

material while still in the deposition device before extrusion.828

Aluminium salt and diethanolamine forms an alkali-free829

accelerator designed to act upon aluminates, introducing830

a larger quantity of aluminium ions into the fresh mix831

to achieve acceleration [99] and promoting the quick832

formation of needle-like ettringite particles to stiffen the833

mix rapidly [100]. The presence of lactic acid in cement834

has been shown to accelerate aluminate phases rather than835

silicate phases [101]. Therefore, if cellulose ether inhibits836

the formation of hydration products arising from initial C3A837

reactivity, aluminium lactate - diethanolamine ceases to be an838

effective accelerating solution and is inappropriate for AAM839

extrusion processes. Consequently, the strategy of this study 840

to work with the open-time rheological properties of the fresh 841

mix, rather than actively seeking to promote early hydration 842

through the addition of acceleration agents, continued into the 843

next phase. 844

The workability-buildability combination of mix B was 845

appropriate for extrusion immediately out of the cartridge 846

of this deposition device design. However, in readiness for 847

fully testingmixes with flying UAVs, further experimentation 848

was required, with workability being the primary parameter 849

informing mix design, using a newly-developed, upscaled 850

310 ml cartridge device. The attachment of a deposition 851

device to a UAV required a 560 mm length of flexible plastic 852

tubing to connect the cartridge tip to a nozzle at the base of the 853

UAV-attached delta robot, which controls the nozzle trajec- 854

tory and stabilises movement. Mix B requires 800 N - 900 N 855

of force to process mixes through the deposition devices’ 856

length of tubing. This proved too challenging for the power 857

capabilities of the UAV batteries, which have to power both 858

the UAV and the deposition device with a stabilising delta 859

robot. Materials strategy, therefore, evolved to place extra 860

importance on developing the pseudoplastic properties of 861

the mixes, as viscosity is required to decrease by orders 862

of magnitude while material passes through the deposition 863

system, yet increase once deposited. While needing to exhibit 864

liquid-like behaviour while in the deposition system, the 865
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FIGURE 7. Hand and robotic arm-driven mix B extrusions using the 60 ml capacity device, using rectangular and circular nozzles, respectively. a) Partial
sine wave with five layers. b) Sine wave, which shows variation in alternate layer trajectory. c) 20 circular layers deposited. d-f) Rectangular nozzle
extrusions by hand. g) Sine wave extrusions using the robotic arm. Images a-c and g have 8 mm diameter circular extrusions. Images d and f feature a
15 mm wide and 5 mm high rectangular layer, with e having wider layers at 20 mm.

absence of added fast-acting acceleration agents means the866

material must also possess a yield stress sufficient to resist867

any impact from propeller downwash. If material does868

not possess suitable soft-solid behaviour, downwash risks869

deforming extruded material prior to curing, potentially870

leading to imperfections in the quality of the cured extruded871

filament and compromise the lateral precision of the resulting872

layer of material. In summary, this refinement in strategy873

placed extra importance upon the pseudoplastic behaviour of874

fresh material.875

Fine aggregate should, therefore, consist of smoother876

particles of sand in a more workable mix. Rougher and more877

angular particles, along with wide variation in particle size,878

lead to increased viscosity as particles lock together in the879

fresh mix - an asset once extruded but a drawback pre-880

extrusion. Fine aggregate was also used in a reduced quantity,881

with increased use of pseudoplastic hydrocolloids to provide882

buildability.883

C. PRIORITISATION OF WORKABILITY PHASE—DESIGN,884

RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION885

During a further phase of experimentation focusing on886

workability, all mix designs were tested with the developed887

larger deposition device accommodating a larger 310 ml888

capacity cartridge. The flexible tubing which passes from 889

the UAV deposition device cartridge through the stabilising 890

delta robot arms was manipulated by hand during the material 891

deposition tests detailed in this study. 892

1) MIX FORMULATION 893

Mix formulation involved increased use of smooth-particles 894

PFA, decreased use of sand and investigation into whether 895

alternative hydrocolloid constituents were superior, compati- 896

ble or synergistic with HEMC. Table 5 lists the hydrocolloids 897

investigated during the study to evaluate their effectiveness 898

as an RMA suitable for AAM cementitious mixes. All 899

hydrocolloids listed in Table 5 were trialled individually and 900

with HEMC. Mix densities remained above 1700 kg/m3. 901

Diutan gum is established as an RMA in concrete 902

and cement [49], [102], [103]. However, during hydration, 903

extruded mix formulations featuring diutan gum exhibited 904

the behaviour of adsorbing water on the external surface of 905

the material, giving a moist veneer to cured specimens - 906

a behaviour not observed with the remaining hydrocolloids 907

listed in Table 5. The anionic nature of diutan gum requires a 908

polycarboxylate-based superplasticiser to prevent this surface 909

adsorption [49]; therefore, diutan gum appeared to be 910
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FIGURE 8. Rheology and calorimetry results for fresh 60 ml device mixes. a) Calorimetry - energy transferred during hydration for
mixes A and B. b) Rate of heat evolution during hydration. 1: Initial C3A reaction. 2: Dormant period. 3: Main C3S reaction forming
C-S-H gel and Ca(OH)2. 4: Continuing C3A reaction forming ettringite and monosulfates. 5: Diffusion limited reaction period. c)
Oscillatory test results for mixes A, B and C showing elastic modulus G’ and storage modulus G’’. d) Complex modulus G* and
phase angle δ for mixes A and B.

incompatible with the lignin-based plasticiser used in this911

study.912

In combination with HEMC, xanthan gum provided913

superior buildability in relation to the quantity used dur-914

ing trial formulations. Coupled with suitable workability,915

it was therefore decided that the most effective and916

AAM-appropriate rheological-modifying hydrocolloid was917

a combination of HEMC and xanthan gum, a hydrophilic918

native bio-polysaccharide derived from the bacteria xan-919

thomonas campestris [104] following an aerobic fermentation920

process [60].921

Three new mixes, termed C - E, were formulated 922

(Fig. 10). Plasticiser content was maintained at 1% by 923

weight of the binder. Constituents that promoted build- 924

ability, such as silica fume, were discontinued in the mix 925

formulation. 926

2) TRAJECTORY DESIGN AND MANIPULATION 927

Fig. 11 illustrates extrusions with different trajectory designs 928

using the hand-controlled 310 ml capacity device to demon- 929

strate design possibilities using AAM. 930
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FIGURE 9. SEM images of fine aggregates and hydrocolloids: a) Building sand x100 (top) and x1000. b) Sports sand x100 (top) and x1000. c) HEMC x500.
d) Xanthan gum x500.

FIGURE 10. 310 ml capacity device mix formulations C - E, focusing upon workability. Constituent values are shown in kg/m3. Fresh mix densities: C:
1760 kg/m3, D: 1760 kg/m3 E: 1790 kg/m3. Key: CEM1: Ordinary Portland cement type 1, PFA: pulverised fuel ash, Plast.: plasticiser, HEMC: hydroxyethyl
methyl cellulose, Xan=xanthan gum, W/B: water/binder Ratio, S/B: sand/binder Ratio, P/B: plasticiser/binder ratio.

An alternating ruffle and three orthogonal lines design931

can be seen in Fig. 11a in the form of a circu-932

lar column and Fig. 11b in a more linear form.933

Fig. 11c shows a wall design with immediately adjacent934

extrusions, the alternating ruffle and line design, and 935

a continuous curve style arrangement with alternat- 936

ing layers staggered in the centre-line circumference 937

plane. 938
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FIGURE 11. Extrusions using the 310 ml capacity device. a) Circular column element with alternating layers of three concentric lines and ruffle design
featuring mixes D and E with the deposition device moved by hand. b) Examples with alternating layers of parallel lines and the ruffle design using mix D,
with the deposition device moved by hand. c) Three designs printed by hand using mix D: Four adjacent beads forming a wall (c1), an alternating layer
design using three straight lines alternating with a ruffle design (c2) and a continuous curve design (c3).

3) TEST RESULTS - MATERIAL DEFORMATION, AXIAL FORCE,939

POWER, RHEOLOGY AND CT940

Freshly extruded mixes from the 310 ml capacity device941

demonstrated that mix C was the most workable but942

possessed inadequate buildability, while mix E showed943

suitable buildability (Fig. 11), but was the most challenging944

for the deposition device to print. Mix D displayed the best945

combination of workability and buildability (Fig. 11), with946

the deposition device being able to process the material more947

comfortably than mix E and once extruded, mix D material948

retains defined layers with less deformation than the more949

workable mix C.950

Fig. 12 shows how mix C (workable paste) and mix D951

(buildable mortar) differed in settlement under loading (Mix952

E was similar to mix D and omitted for clarity). Deformation953

decreases for all four mixes as the material ages through the954

open time. Mix C exhibited greater deformation than mix 955

D at the three different time stages illustrated - 10 minutes, 956

60 minutes and 110 minutes. 957

Force and current requirements increased as the material 958

passed through the tubing and plateaued after extrusion 959

had commenced. Fig. 13a shows the relationship between 960

force and current for the mixes. Using equation (2) stresses 961

experienced by the material are between 0.2 MPa - 0.4 MPa 962

while in the cartridge, rising to 6 MPa - 13 MPa while in the 963

tubing. Mixes C - E required less force to process than mixes 964

B (which was ≈800 N) and A (≈900 N). 965

Fig. 13b depicts the two-hour oscillation test profile of 966

the most suitable mix in this study for AAM deposition, 967

mix D, showing how the elastic modulus G’ dominates over 968

the viscous modulus G’’ for the pseudoplastic mortar mixes. 969

Moduli values initially increase with the initial dissolution of 970
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TABLE 5. Hydrocolloids investigated during AAM mix formulation.

FIGURE 12. Deformation results for fresh 310 ml device mixes;
settlement of mixes C and D under compressive loading (mix E was
similar to mix D and omitted for clarity).

the C3A phase and then broadly plateau for the remainder971

of the mix open time, within the dormant hydration period.972

Mixes in this study possessed a phase angle δ within the973

range of 3° - 10° and applying equation 4, complex moduli974

G* can be calculated as 106 - 107 Pa. Therefore, 10 MPa can975

be considered a quantitative upper limit for AAM.976

To quantitatively assess the optimisation of the 310 ml977

capacity device tubing dimensions concerning the resistance978

to flow imparted by the deposition device R and material979

viscosity η, Fig. 13c and Fig. 13d illustrate how the viscosity 980

and resistance profiles for mixDwould change in accordance 981

with tubing dimension variation. Fig. 13c,d uses the viscosity 982

profile of mix D, which shows viscosity reducing from 107 983

Pa.s while at rest to 102 Pa.s while moving through the length 984

of tubing. 985

The current dimensions of the 310 ml capacity device 986

tubing are indicated in Fig. 13c,d. The resistance profile 987

(Fig. 13c) changes linearly with length yet begins to increase 988

dramatically once radius values fall below 3 mm. With 989

viscosity (Fig. 13d), increasing the tube radius beyond 4 mm 990

sees the rate of viscosity increase significantly (with increases 991

in orders of magnitude beyond 12 mm). 992

Fig. 14 shows the yield stress (a) and viscosity (b) flow 993

curves for mixes C and D. Mix E was very similar to mix D 994

and was omitted for clarity. It can be observed that the most 995

suitable mix in this study, mix D, possesses a yield stress 996

of 1.1 kPa, with mix C lacking sufficient buildability and 997

displaying a lower yield stress. Viscosity decreases by orders 998

of magnitude in all mixes, reducing to below 10 Pa.s as the 999

shear rate increases. 1000

Fig. 15 shows the 3D reconstruction of three wall trajectory 1001

designs - wall, ruffle and continuous curve. Themulti-layered 1002

extruded specimens shown in the images were coated in 1003

a layer of dental plaster for the convenience of handling 1004

and having been subjected to mechanical tests. Extruded 1005

specimens can be viewed in 2D images from three planes, 1006

namely xy-plane, yz-plane, and zx-plane. The bright areas, 1007

which are grey colour, show the dense material in the part, 1008

such as cement and plaster, while the dark areas (black colour) 1009

represent pores and gaps in the extruded filaments. Pores 1010

may have originated from air bubbles during mix preparation. 1011

As shown in Fig. 15a, the wall structure deposited by 1012

mix D exhibit several pores and gaps in comparison with 1013

the other two structures. The three dark lines shown in 1014

Fig. 15a (1) suggest compromised layer-boundary bonding. 1015

However, it is surprising that no obvious layer-boundary 1016

gaps can be observed in the continuous curve specimen 1017

(shown in Fig. 15c), which was also deposited by using 1018

mix D. Thus, considering the inherent trajectory variation in 1019

hand-controlled extrusion, it is suggested that the different 1020

trajectory designs would affect the quality of the internal 1021

structures of deposited filaments. In terms of the alternating 1022

ruffle design (shown in Fig. 15b), the alternating layers 1023

of parallel lines and the ruffle design can be identified, 1024

which means the deposition structure was well maintained. 1025

A contributing factor to this is that mix E contained sand, 1026

which helps to provide a mix with buildability. 1027

4) WORKABILITY DISCUSSION 1028

A pseudoplastic material should possess low viscosity while 1029

in a miniature deposition system and experience as little 1030

flow resistance imparted by confining walls as possible. 1031

The results of this study have shown that tube radius 1032

is the key dimensional parameter when considering how 1033

a pseudoplastic material may pass through a miniature 1034
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FIGURE 13. force, current required flow resistance and viscosity (in relation to deposition device cartridge and tubing dimensions) results for fresh
310 ml device mixes. a) Axial force and current required to process mixes through the tubing. b) Rheology oscillation test for mix D, which possessed the
best workability-buildability combination, showing elastic modulus G’, viscous modulus G’’ and phase angle δ. c,d) Flow test for mix D showing the
impact upon resistance to flow R and viscosity η that would arise from varying the tubing dimensions, demonstrating the suitability of the 560 mm length
and 4 mm radius used in the extrusions.

deposition system. Tubing required to connect reservoir1035

cartridge tips to extrusion nozzles is the component that1036

exerts the most influence over material flow, and dimensional1037

optimisation of tubing is of primary importance.1038

With a radius of 4 mm, resistance remains comparable1039

to that imparted by a larger radius, and it is reasoned that1040

the radius should not be reduced further. Increasing the1041

radius beyond 4 mm would increase viscosity to a greater1042

extent than reducing resistance. Therefore, a tubing radius of1043

4 mm is suggested to be optimal for a miniature deposition1044

device suitable for AAM. Tubing length in this study is1045

based on operational needs and the logistical necessity for1046

the delta arm to function optimally; therefore, it cannot be1047

reduced. Although length reduction would be beneficial, the1048

results confirm length as the secondary parameter concerning 1049

pseudoplastic material flow within the device. 1050

In the trial formulation, xanthan gum did not possess 1051

water-retentive and constituent binding qualities that were 1052

comparable to the standards exhibited by HEMC. It was 1053

also observed during trial mixes that HEMC in isolation did 1054

not impart such a strong influence over viscosity and yield 1055

stress compared to being combined with xanthan gum in 1056

equivalent quantities, though the effect was still pronounced. 1057

The two hydrocolloids proved synergistic in mixes, resulting 1058

in a cementitious-polymeric composite material suitable for 1059

AAM. With mix D exhibiting a yield stress of 1.1 kPa 1060

and possessing the most suitable workability-buildability 1061

combination in this study, it can be obtained that a material 1062
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FIGURE 14. Yield stress (a) and viscosity (b) flow profiles shown for mixes C and D. (Mix E was very similar to mix D and is omitted for clarity).

FIGURE 15. Micro-CT 3D images of a) a wall structure using mix D, b) a linear structure with alternating layers of parallel lines and the ruffle design using
mix E, and c) a continuous curve using mix D. Their 2D image views are in xy-plane (1), yz-plane (2), and zx-plane (3), respectively.

suitable for a miniature automated deposition device should1063

aim to possess neither significantly less (due to inadequate1064

buildability) or significantly more, as mix E proved challeng-1065

ing for the deposition device and possessed only a marginal1066

increased yield stress to mix D.1067

Although the SEM images (Fig. 9) support the choice1068

of smooth-particle sand (rather than angular and sub-1069

angular), the level of buildability provided by a sufficient1070

quantity of the hydrocolloid combination can serve to reduce1071

or eliminate the requirement for fine aggregate in a mix1072

suitable for AAM. Therefore, the justification for using fine 1073

aggregate in these circumstances would be based on cost and 1074

carbon reductions rather than the necessity for buildability. 1075

The HEMC micro-structural image (Fig. 9c) shows 1076

water-absorbing particles consisting of long polymeric chains 1077

capable of wrapping around water molecules, adsorbing and 1078

expanding, reducing segregation and bleeding in the fresh 1079

mix. Water-retaining HEMC particles also adsorb onto the 1080

surface of both C3S and C3A particles [97]. By contrast, 1081

the xanthan gum micro-structural image (Fig. 9d), shows 1082
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a greater particle distribution, with a greater quantity of1083

smaller and more angular particles in comparison to HEMC,1084

suggesting the ability to lock together, with smaller particles1085

filling voids and increasing viscosity and buildability at low1086

shear rates.1087

The two products affect viscosity by differing mechanisms1088

- xanthan gum by adsorption onto cement particles, increas-1089

ing inter-particle attraction, whereas HEMC molecules1090

increase the viscosity of the water in the mix by adsorbing1091

onto water molecules, expanding and attracting molecules1092

in adjacent chains. Cellulose ether molecules entangle and1093

intertwine amongst themselves at low shear rates, but at1094

high shear rates, disentanglement and subsequent alignment1095

parallel to flow direction occurs [61] - this pseudoplastic1096

behaviour is desirable for AAM. Cellulose ether molecules1097

additionally readily absorb moisture from the air [61].1098

HEMC and xanthan gum, a semi-synthetic hygroscopic1099

polymer and a natural hydrophilic polymeric gum, respec-1100

tively, are reasoned to be compatible and synergistic in fresh1101

cementitious mixes suitable for AAM. This dual approach1102

to increasing viscosity (at rest following extrusion) and1103

decreasing viscosity (under stress within the deposition1104

device) is particularly critical for a miniaturised deposition1105

system.1106

The deformation results emphasise the importance of keep-1107

ing spans to a minimum in trajectory design when working1108

with mixes which adhere to the consideration of workability1109

as being the primary parameter. A further course of action1110

to address extruded bead deformation and promote hydration1111

would be to investigate calcium aluminate cement (CAC)1112

and calcium sulphate (CS) augmented mixes. Along with1113

suitable plasticiser and alternative accelerating or retarding1114

agents, this approach would be a means of controlling and1115

promoting ettringite formation which promotes early rigidity1116

(thus buildability) and strength.1117

The criteria of success for such an approach would be1118

ideally to firstly provide sufficient open time for deposition1119

device cartridge loading and subsequent UAV attachment and1120

flight, plus a small buffer in case of a technical issue with the1121

UAV operation. Following the expiration of the desired open1122

time, which can be identified as a function of combined mix1123

manufacture, deposition device loading and UAV flight time,1124

a successful CAC/CS augmented system should promote1125

rapid hydration, unhindered by the established retardation1126

effects of HEMC.1127

The reader is referred to [38] for the demonstration that1128

cementitious mixes can be extruded by a flying, self-powered1129

untethered UAV to a lateral precision within 4 mm and cured1130

material 28-day compressive strengths are shown to be in the1131

region of ≈25 MPa; therefore AAM cementitious material1132

is structurally viable. Considering the suitable rheological1133

and structural properties of mixes containing a synergistic1134

combination of pseudoplastic hydrocolloids, if the lateral1135

in-flight trajectory deviation of the UAV is kept within1136

4 mm (set to decrease further through continuing iterative1137

development), AAM with a miniature deposition device1138

would be particularly suitable for precision repair work, 1139

especially at height. Considering the inherent dangers of 1140

working at height and on structures subjected to high lateral 1141

wind loading, this would be a prime application for AAM. 1142

UAVs are capable of landing upon vertical surfaces in 1143

addition to horizontal surfaces and an attached delta arm robot 1144

is capable of directing the nozzle administering the material 1145

in addition to stabilising UAV trajectories during flight. 1146

Future work for novel AAM cementitious material devel- 1147

opment could examine whether any additional constituents 1148

may be added to further improve the compressive strength 1149

of cured material and minimise lateral deformation of 1150

extruded layers. However, additives and admixtures should 1151

not excessively compromise the workability or pseudoplastic 1152

properties of the material while in a fresh state and flowing 1153

through the deposition system. Alternative methods of 1154

accelerating fresh material may also be explored, such as 1155

CAC or another agent which may promote a flash-setting 1156

at the appropriate timescale shortly following deposition. 1157

Power capabilities of UAVs and the force imparted by 1158

custom extrusion mechanisms are also areas to continually 1159

evolve. These workflows should consider low energy usage, 1160

lightweight hardware characteristics, and versatility for 1161

different precision application scenarios while processing 1162

more viscous, denser cementitious material. 1163

Additionally, AAM using UAVs would be an appropriate 1164

solution for repairing infrastructure cracks and potholes, such 1165

as those in roads and pavements, reducing the requirement 1166

for expensive labour and ground-based machinery in a sector 1167

where, in the developedworld, repair expenditure can outstrip 1168

that of new infrastructure construction [105]. 1169

IV. CONCLUSION 1170

This study demonstrated the feasibility of aerial additive 1171

manufacturing (AAM) and the development of a pseudo- 1172

plastic cementitious-polymeric composite structurally viable 1173

material specifically for AAM. The material can be extruded 1174

by a lightweight miniature deposition system suitable to 1175

be carried and powered by an untethered unmanned aerial 1176

vehicle (UAV) in flight. 1177

The study evaluated aerial platform considerations and 1178

identified differences between off-site ground-based additive 1179

manufacturing (AM) platforms and on-site aerial platforms, 1180

which highlighted the importance of maintaining stability 1181

and required the miniaturisation of the deposition process 1182

and development of pseudoplastic cementitious material for 1183

AAM,whichwere less dense than traditional or ground-based 1184

AM mortar mixes. Material approaches focused first on 1185

buildability, and as aerial platforms, deposition devices, 1186

extrusion tubing and nozzle requirements evolved, the need 1187

to ultimately focus on workability was emphasised. 1188

Cementitious binders were CEM I-based, augmented 1189

by PFA and lignin-based plasticiser to aid workability. 1190

An effective rheology-modifying admixture was formed 1191

by combining hydroxyethyl methyl cellulose and xanthan 1192

gum. This combination is capable of mitigating constituent 1193
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segregation and providing sufficient material buildability for1194

multiple-layer extrusion. Fine aggregate can be used in low1195

ratios and should consist of sand particles with a smoothed1196

surface and may be accompanied by a foaming agent to1197

maintain sufficient workability. Material of 1700 kg/m3
1198

density is lightweight compared to traditional mortars.1199

Important properties of fresh material suitable for AAM can1200

be identified as 1.1 kPa yield stress, <10 MPa complex1201

modulus, 4° phase angle, and requiring 500 N force and1202

250 mA current to be processed through the miniature1203

deposition system. A parameter of key importance in the1204

miniaturised deposition system is the circular cross-sectional1205

area of tubing connecting a nozzle to the reservoir cartridge1206

tip, with a 4 mm radius being identified as optimal for1207

the miniature deposition device designed for on-site AAM1208

deposition of cementitious material.1209

Any future work for material development could examine1210

whether any further additives may be used to increase1211

compressive strength of cured material or explore alternative1212

methods of accelerating fresh material such as CAC.1213

Continuing deposition device custom development could add1214

increased power capabilities which in turn would allow an1215

increase in viscosity and density of material. For aerial1216

robotics, autonomy, end-effector precision and collective1217

behaviour are areas identified for further advancement.1218

Improvements in flight coordination necessitates continuing1219

software development, a high level of autonomy with1220

real-time scanning in the loop, higher precision at the tooltip,1221

low platform vibration, increased payload capacity and flight1222

endurance, and reduced disturbance from the flight dynamics.1223

AAM is a highly interdisciplinary fabrication technology.1224

It comprehends aerial robotics, architectural design, and1225

material science. The creation of cohesive cementitious1226

structures with defined layers using AAM demonstrates a1227

significant advancement towards bringing a high-precision1228

on-site, multiple-agent, untethered aerial capability to AM in1229

the construction industry.1230
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NOTATIONS 1284

The following notations are used in this manuscript and we 1285

selected a few units for clarification: 1286

1287

A Cross sectional area of the cartridge
F Axial force
G∗ Complex modulus
G′ Storage modulus
G′′ Loss modulus
L Length of the cartridge
MPa MegaPascals
Q Volumetric flow rate
r Radius of the cartridge
R Flow resistance

1288
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s Seconds
V Material flow velocity (mean)
V Volts
δ Phase angle
η Viscosity of the material
σ Compressive stress

1289

ABBREVIATIONS1290

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:1291

1292

AAM Aerial Additive Manufacturing
AM Additive Manufacturing
CAC Calcium Aluminate Cement
CEM1 Ordinary Portland Cement type 1
CMC Carboxymethyl Cellulose
CoG Centre of Gravity
CS Calcium Sulphate
CT X-Ray Computed Tomography
DC Direct Current
HEC Hydroxyethyl Cellulose
HEMC Hydroxyethyl Methyl Cellulose
LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging
PFA Pulverised Fuel Ash
RMA Rheological Modifying Admixture
S/B Sand/Binder ratio
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy
SLAM Simultaneous Location And Mapping
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
W/B Water/Binder ratio

1293
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